Consumer/Industrial - Ratemeter with a Precise Pulse Discriminator for Spectrometry

AN32911 describes the technique used to discriminate various pulses and measure their subsequent rate with the use of a PSoC® device. The associated project demonstrates proper configuration for high-speed pulse processing. The result is converted into voltage and can be measured by any voltmeter.

Introduction

In X-Ray Spectrometry (also in Alfa-, Beta- or Gamma-) the term “Rate” means the average number of pulses from the detector that occur over a certain period of time. The main task is to select and count the pulses having the applicable amplitudes.

In Figure 1, the targeted region is shaded gray and the measured pulses are red.

Figure 1. Pulse Sequence from the Detector (after Preamplifier)

Traditionally, the way to discriminate the pulses is to combine two comparators and an anticoincidence circuit as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Pulse Selection Diagram

Two comparators with a programmable threshold are capable of classifying the pulses into three categories:

- Within the target range
- Below level U1
- Above level U2

The task of the anticoincidence circuit is to pass the pulses from comparator C1 to the counter and remove those pulses that correspond to the pulses from C2.

The rising and decay time of the real input pulse does not equal zero. Therefore, the initial output signals from the comparators are slightly skewed and the anticoincidence circuit is needed.

The Application Note AN2144 – Standard “Window Discriminator” describes the pulse selection technique using the software “anticoincidence circuit.” Of course, such implementation limits the usage to slow-variation signals only. For high-speed signals (such as from a detector), it is desirable to use the hardware anticoincidence circuit. Unfortunately, the PSoC does not have this specific user module.
PSOC Implementation

The way to implement the “hardware anticoincidence circuit” is to use two separate PSoC counter user modules.

Figure 3. Block Diagram of PSoC Internals

You can determine the number of pulses within the targeted region by observing pulses below U1 and above U2. In this case, the software subtracts the two values extracted from the counters and converts the result into required output format.

The PSoC internals are shown in Figure 3.

The pulse sequence comes from P0[3] to comparators CMPPRG_1 and CMPPRG_2. To route the signal from comparators to counters, Counter8_1 and Counter8_2, the LUT blocks and DigBuf User Module are used. The DAC9_1 and DAC9_2 create the precise thresholds (lower and upper) for comparators.

Some obstacles occurred at the routing of the comparator’s input. The CMPPRG does not permit connecting the inverting input to the AnalogOutBus and the non-inverting input to the pulse source (according to the schematic in Figure 2). This is overcome by connecting the non-inverting input to the AnalogOutBus in the Device Editor and connecting the inverting input to the InputMUX by programming the control registers. See the following code:

**Code 1. Inverting InputMUX**

```plaintext
or reg[CMPPRG_1_COMP_CR1], 0b00111000
or reg[CMPPRG_2_COMP_CR1], 0b00111000
```

**Note** The operation of the comparator’s algorithm will be changed to its opposite. To achieve normal operation, the comparator output is inverted. The LUT with “~A” function does this, but this additional procedure is unnecessary for proper operation.

In addition, all of the comparator and the ComparatorBus latches must be made transparent using the following code:

**Code 2. Making Latches Transparent**

```plaintext
;do transparent the latches
;of ComparatorBus 1 and 2
or reg[CMP_CR1], 0b01100000
;do transparent the comparator1 output
and reg[CMPPRG_1_COMP_CR2], ~0x40
;do transparent the comparator2 output
and reg[CMPPRG_2_COMP_CR2], ~0x40
```

Eight-bit counters are selected to reduce the number of occupied blocks. The height digit capacity (16 bits and more) is achieved by program expansion. For this application, the overflow interrupts are enabled and initiate user code, which increments the software counters.
Counter8_1 and Counter8_2 are enabled by only one source to prevent successive starting and stopping. The enable signal is created by PWM16_1, which controls the counters via the chain of BC1 and BC2 buses. The compare false period defines the time of measurement.

The compare true period when the counters are stopped is used for:

- Extracting data
- Preparing counters
- Processing

This procedure is initiated by the compare true interrupt.

The DAC9_3 converts the current result to voltage. The output voltage is proportional to the input pulse rate and updated by the PWM16_1 ISR.

The PWM8_1 generates the pulse sequence for testing.

Both PWM8_1 and DAC9_3 user modules are optional and only implemented in this project to demonstrate the operating capabilities.

Figure 4. Program Flowchart

Program Flowchart

The flowchart shown in Figure 4 is very simple. The main program first sets up the analog and digital blocks, enables the interrupts and then is looped. After this, three threads operate simultaneously.

The first and second threads are the interrupts from Counter8_1 and Counter8_2. They only increment the 4 bytes of 5-byte variables, "count1" and "count2." The fifth (least significant) byte is extracted from the counter registers in the third thread.

The third thread is produced by the PWM16_1 interrupts. Because all of the counters at this time are disabled, it is possible to safely manipulate the variables for "count1," "count2" and counter registers.

This thread extracts the values from the counter registers, calculates the difference, scales it to a 9-bit range, places the result in DAC9_3 and clears all counters for the next measurement.
Main Characteristics

Following are characteristics of this project:

1. Supply voltage 5.0 V (defines the thresholds)
2. Amplitudes of input pulses 0…5 V
3. Level of zero line 0 V
4. Maximum pulse rate 400 kpps at minimum pulse width 1.2 µS (limited by internal comparators)
5. Threshold range 0…5 V with 511 steps. This software version sets the lower and upper thresholds to approximately 3 V and 4 V
6. Measurement time 0.1 s, output update rate is 9.7 samples per second
7. Analog output parameters for results show:
   - Voltage range 0…5 V with 511 steps
   - Linear relation between the output voltage and pulse rate is implemented
   - Conversion at 0.0125 V/kpps*. The 5-V output voltage corresponds to the 400 kpps input rate.
8. Test pulse generator:
   - Amplitude 5 V
   - Frequency 200 kHz
   - Pulse width 1.25 µs

Testing

The circuit is created as shown in Figure 5.

If you are using a standalone pulse generator, set the output level to approximately 5 V or use the internal regulator, R1, instead. Also, set the frequency to 200 kHz and the pulse width to 1.2 – 2 µs.

Begin testing with small amplitude (the potentiometer R1 is set to near ground). Observe the value on PV1. When the input pulse’s amplitude does not exceed 3 volts, the result is zero. Adjust R1 to increase the amplitude above 3 V. The PV1 displays 2.5 V (2.5 V is half of 5 V as 200 kHz is half of 400 kHz).

If the amplitude is above 4 V, the result will be zero again. This means that the device selects the pulses from within a 3- to 4-volt range.

The standalone generator enables variation of pulse frequency. Now, if the amplitude is set to approximately 3.5 V, the output voltage ranges from 0 to 5 V while the frequency ranges from 0 to 400 kHz. By doing this, we simulate a different energy level to the detector.

Figure 5. Schematic for Testing
Summary

Using a single PSoC device enables designers to build a precise pulse discriminator in 0 to 400 kpps range and include functionality of the ratemeter.

The disadvantages are:

- Sensitivity to signal quality (noise and shape)
- False triggers (superfluous counting) if the pulse amplitude equals the threshold

The PWM8_1, PWM16_1 and DAC9_3 are used only to easily demonstrate PSoC capabilities and can be replaced by other resources. The free resources in PSoC permit the addition of a second channel or half of a channel. In the last case, the number of counter chains is three, the number of thresholds is three, too, and the two adjacent regions can be used for automatic tuning to the target pulses (if the amplitudes have a Gaussian random dispersion around the average value).

The advantages are:

- Use of internal reference sources (in this version, the supply voltage +5 V is used as a reference).
- The logarithmic or other relation between the output voltage and pulse rate may be implemented.
- Use of a more advanced postprocessor method such as a recalibrated result at maximum pulse rate that can be overlapped and the two counted as one pulse.
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